P-40 XTRA
ULTRA-FINE FINISHING GLAZE
Anti-Hologram Glaze & Polish: A specially
formulated Ultra fine compound using the latest
DRA Technology* designed for final finish
polishing to remove hologram, swirls and light
defects.* UNIQUE DRA - (Dynamic response
Abrasion) technology, incorporates micro precision
oxides.
Problem Colours: Highly recommended for
problem dark paint colours.
Versatile: P-40XTRA is recommended for use with:
Rotary - Rotary speed - 1000 to 2000 RPM
DA Speed - 2000 to 8,000 RPM or by hand.
Easy to Use: Easy to apply, quick to buff and fast to
clean.
Deep Gloss Shine: Produces a superb high gloss
finish with no greasy/smearing problems, minimal
drop-back.
Paint-Shop Safe: P-40XTRA is silicone AND wax
free.
For use on: All automotive paint systems including,
cellulose, single component and 2-pack acrylic
clearcoats, MS/HS paint systems, ceramic clear
coats, UV clear coats, waterborne clear coats.
Health & Safety: Silica Free. Non-flammable.
For Best Results:
By Machine: Machine Speed: 1000 - 2000 rpm (free
running) speed with -40 Black Foam Polishing Pads.
Random Orbital: Machine Speed: 2000 – 8000 RPM
For vertical surfaces: charge the black soft foam
pad with P-40XTRA.
For horizontal surfaces: P-40XTRA can be applied
to the black foam pad and/or directly onto the panel.

Application:
1. Apply glaze to paint surface and spread to a thin
even layer, using the polishing pad.
2. Using machine, polish up paint surface reducing
the pressure as the film starts to clear.
3. Continue to float the surface with un-pressured pad
and when clear finally remove any trace residues
using microfibre polishing cloth
NB. For hologram removal it is essential to keep
polishing pads clean, and separate from
compounding pads. Any dust or compounding
residue must be washed off vehicle before polishing.
By Hand: Use 100% fine cotton cloth to avoid
introducing any scratches to sensitive paint finishes.
Shake container before use. Apply to paint surface,
allow polish to haze dry for a minute, then buff to a
high gloss finish using non-scratch microfibre polishing
cloth.
Typical Specification:
Composition : An emulsion containing inert
polishing agents, surfactants and
thickeners.
Appearance
: Grey
Odour
: Characteristic
pH
: 8.0 ± 0.5
F.P.
: 74°C
VOC
: 79.3g/Litre
Solubility
: Miscible in water
Shelf Life
: 2 Years minimum in ambient
temperature. Protect from frost.
Packaging
: 1kg
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